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Sonic all stars racing transformed controls ps3



Four-Way Fury: Wii U faces PS3, 360 and PC. Having caught us off guard with Eurogamer's score of 9/10 last year, Sonic &amp; All-Stars Racing Transformed is the brilliant moment of Sumo Digital, a clear step forward from the studio's first stab in a Sega-themed racer in 2010. With new features like
terraforming tracks, and cars that gently transform between planes and ships in response, the good news is that execution is very at the forefront of the concept. These are much more than gimmicky bullet points to occupy the blurry space of the game; Instead, flight and navigation mechanics have been
an area of great focus, resulting in a race of runner markedly different from its precursor. Adjustments to the internal Sumo engine are at the heart of the jolt. Most significantly, a new Starlight editor has allowed the team to add fully dynamic lights to the tracks, while a more complex physics engine is used
to bring air and sea racing to life. Where the driving mechanics of the previous game may have felt a little simplistic, these new physics allow simulation of bobbly terrain and mooring waves, affecting the inertia, grip, torque and downward force of a vehicle as they progress. Gone are the floating controls
and flat tracks of the previous Sonic &amp; Sega All-Stars Racing game; Instead stand courses full of opportunities to splash high in the air and gain speed increases from carefully timed tricks. It's dynamic, less predictable, but ultimately the most rewarding experience for the adaptive player. With tracks
built on the memory of cult favorites, including Skies of Arcadia and Panzer Dragoon, the game feels conscientious in its handling of Sega's legacy - clearly a kind of deal for fans by fans. It is also a respectable version for being so cross-platform in nature, developed on almost all off-iOS platforms. Having
made the cut for the release of the Wii U console, along with versions for PS3 and 360, since then we have seen vita and PC ports following in hot chase - the latter finally hitting the stores last weekend. To compare the console versions, and the PC running in the maximum configuration, we have a huge
quad format gallery for you to pass, plus a range of face-to-face videos. Let's take a look at how the particular Wii U version is stacked up to its console siblings, and also the latest PC code. Nintendo's platform has had a mixed race with its cross-platform efforts so far, but in the case of Sonic &amp; All-
Stars Transformed we see a lot of effort being made to adapt to the GamePad's additional display. In addition to compatibility with five simultaneous in versus modes, new options for asymmetric play are also added. This includes Monkey Ball mode, where the GamePad player takes control of a giant ball
- the goal is to crush all opponents as they try to count so many bananas to their score before the timer runs out. From the split-screen audience, the winner is the last surviving runner with the most points. From the entire console console only PS3 renders with native 720p resolution. Meanwhile, the PC
version hosts a wide range of visual enhancements. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only display it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. Sonic All-Stars Racing Transformed: Wii U vs. PS3. Be sure to select the 720p HD option and use the full screen
button for full resolution. Alternative Comparisons: Less impressive is Ninja Tag mode, which starts with the GamePad user being infected and the goal of colliding with the other four players until each becomes by his side. It's fun, but using the discrete screen doesn't offer as many unique advantages as
its uses in, say, Mario Chase's Nintendo Land game, and there's also no real attempt to apply the touchscreen. The player controls are essentially the same as those of the other runners using the main screen, and both modes could have been added to any other version without losing the basic game
hooks. Still, the principle of having five players is obviously a big plus - certainly one we'll see more of in future shooters and runners - and it's even possible to take this whole party online. We can't argue with that! Going single player with the GamePad has its advantages, too, with a top 2D map always
present on the bottom screen (although, as with Black Ops 2, there really isn't an ideal time to look down). Most useful is a rearview mirror that appears when you raise the controller, while a camera perspective for homing missiles, as they approach an enemy, falls under the gimmick column. Of course,
there is also the option to play purely on the GamePad screen. It is very playable, even though the transmitted image seems to work at a lower native resolution than the optimal 854x480 of the screen, which leads to a slight muricity to distant details. On the home screen, Nintendo's platform manages to
generate a native resolution of 1024x576, with a post-process approach to anti-aliasing running above. Compared to the full 1280x720 frame buffer we see running on PS3 - it also benefits from this AA treatment - it is surprising that such degradation does not affect the Wii U version so negatively. Worst
of all it comes down to a subtle moire noise pattern that forms through fencing when viewed from afar, and some rougher edges on the stage of downtown Shibuya. This is not equivalent to anything drastic during the game. By comparison, 360 represents 6 percent higher the total number of pixels in
1152x544, with similar artifact problems disguised by efficient AA. In general, the PS3 looks the sharpest of the cluster by a narrow margin, but the other two formats absolve well thanks to the frequency of motion blur. Texture quality is higher on PS3 around panzer Dragoon cliffs, but the Wii U exceeds
360 in asset resolution. Elsewhere, there is hardly any difference between the three versions, while the PC often plays a higher standard. The dithered auto-shadow fade around Alex's vehicle is similar in appearance between Wii U, 360 and PC versions. By comparison, the speck effect is a little muted on
PS3, but you have to take a closer look. The shaders used for lava and water clearly match throughout the board, and the Wii U is paired with the 360's lighting skills here. However, lighting on the Sony platform is visibly absent for this section of Amigo's Samba stage. The PS3 has a higher resolution
advantage, but when mixed with the AA solution, all formats seem to offer very close image quality. The sub-HD format of the Wii you and 360 outputs is only evident on distant edges, which can produce some faint moving noise. The shadow drawing distance in Wii U is consistent with the other platforms
- the exceptional case is PS3 once again, which sometimes represents them at different angles, or not at all. A higher level of geometry is possible in the highest PC settings, with more trees and cliff formations being represented at the same time. Alpha effects like fire and water splashes seem to work at
full performance on all platforms, with no obvious improvements on PC. Principal director Steve Lycett has also firmly indicated that the Wii U version has a textured quality hit, but we've walked through the many levels of the game for one-on-one shots on each platform, and the actual improvements are
often difficult to choose from. In fact, it is the PS3 version that appears with markedly higher quality assets than the three console versions in general. In one case, we see the red cliffs on the Panzer Dragoon circuit that match the level of detail of the PC version, while the Wii U version comes out a little
better than the blurry textures we see in 360. This level appears to be an anomaly in the game's grand scheme, and many assets between the three consoles are almost identical elsewhere. In all other metrics, from stage lighting to ambient occlusion around vehicles, all three consoles offer an extremely
similar degree of visual fidelity, with small discrepancies to separate them. Even the shadows and water shaders of the PC version look identical when set to the highest quality, although the higher textures and the wider geometry drawing give this version a marked border. Options for higher resolutions
are intrinsically available for this release, eliminating the confusion we experience while playing the Wii you and 360 versions in split-screen mode. Watching the game through a 1080p window is enlightening for the solo game as well, bringing to light the vastly improved reflection mapping on Scorpion's
enemy during the of the Costa del Sol, and a noticeable increase in trees and huts through the floating islands of Cielos de Arcadia. The only grid element in the PC's visual makeup is that the quality of the 2D skybox has not been scaled accordingly, which means that certain backgrounds can look quite
blurry. However, a minor complaint for a well-rounded port, which rewards those who waited so long adding three new from the universes of Shogun 2, Football Manager and Team Fortress. The PS3 version is sadly missing these console-specific characters, but the Wii U version allows Miis to join the
fray in an OutRun-2-style vehicle. And of course, the 360 gets similar treatment with an Avatar-based character making the cut. From a thorough inspection of each disk's table of contents, the 900 MB increase in the Sony version is mainly suited to a larger sound package, and alternative 50 Hz versions
of all video files. No major difference is evident here for the main assets, and based on visual evidence here we suspect that this is true of the Wii U version as well. Elsewhere, the PC version produces an additional 1.5 GB of volume in your GameAsset files, which contain the sharpest textures we see
throughout the game. Post-process AA is really heavy in all versions, but pixel-crawling artifacts are less impactful on PC at higher resolutions. A 1080p shooting aid from the PC version, which shows how texture and geometry density have been significantly increased. This version is also adorned with an
online mode, which was previously not available in Sumo Digital's latest Sonic racer. In terms of performance, and in Wii U we see a strong boost for 30FPS, similar to the PS3 and 360 editions. Abandoning the ideal 60FPS preferred by most racing fans, director Steve Lycett claims that the game's
mechanics had a firm priority. He explains that water is the main reason, as it is a totally dynamic surface with adequate physics with the secondary reason that the huge scale of landscapes, we go as epic as we can. It's a tough call, but probably the right one since these new mechanics are such an
integral part of the game's revised design. Looking at the performance on PS3, 360 and Wii U, we get a very wide spectrum of results. First, it seems that the pre-race scenes with scripts are very faithful to that 30FPS target, with the only big swipe down that comes during a camera sweep through the
inner swirl on the Monkey Ball stage. As for tearing during these synchronized scenes, we detected only a few cases of V-sync dropped on PS3 and 360 during explosions on the After Burner flight path. As for unsynchronized gameplay, the Wii U proves it's totally immune to tearing. The use of
permanent v-sync is a big hit for the format in terms of image quality going, while the occasional tears in 360 can be chosen when alpha buffers fill the screen. Looking at the Sony platform, we see longer stretches of tear that occur during cruise ships through waves, with version 360 also joining for
shorter spells - probably a result of the heavy physics work that is used for these sections. Again, it is difficult to catch these broken frames with the view with the naked eye, due to the motion blur applied to the screen while driving. As such, he's not a deal breaker. The PS3 resolution advantage is
challenged by more frame rate drops and an obvious screen tear. Only the Wii U version is synchronized in v v tear-free. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only display it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. The performance of the Wii U, PS3 and 360
versions compared during unsynchronized races through career mode. Please note that the Wii U game is the only one that offers full V-sync without tearing. As for the refresh rate, we see the 360 ordering the most stable lock on 30FPS of the three consoles, with only odd drops during the water-linked
sections. Even with the sharp drop in V-sync, the PS3 has yet to resort to just 20FPS while traveling through the navigation segment of the Panzer Dragoon circuit, not aided by wasp ignition, which obscures the path. The Wii U takes on a happy middle ground here, and is only really disappointed with
expansive environments occupied by moving geometry, such as rogue ships on the Arcadia Sky stage. Up to 25FPS goes in this case, but for most other levels it mimics the smooth frame rate of the 360. We also immerse ourselves in the Multiplayer capabilities of the Wii U, to see if running with all five
players at once gives you some kind of difficulty. As it happens, you have some problems in this area, with the Knuckles Sanctuary stage immediately dropping us to a 20FPS soberer in the face of multiple floating ruins and approaching clouds. This figure turns out to be the average response level for
each subsequent stage, in addition to less demanding party games, such as Banana Heist and Ninja Tag. However, this is largely even for the course in version 360 as well, starting with our four-race split-screen player experience, and adding that the fifth extra player in Wii U gives us comparable levels
of judder on screen. Even if it's ambitious, stability is sometimes at stake with five connected players. Over the course of a two-hour session, we experienced two software crashes, with the Wii U shell instructing us to reset the console before we could resume. This only appears during character selection
and level loading screens for multiplayer games, rather than Career mode, but remains a sign that the remains of five players may have received less attention during quality control testing. Still, it's an ambitious feature that, with a little ironing, could become a very powerful advantage for future Wii U
ports. The four-player split screen in all versions sees an impact on frame rate, although Wii U adds one more player to the action through the GamePad screen. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only display it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. Wii U
version works with five players simultaneously, with one GamePad user and four split screen players in HDTV karting out. The rearview mirror feature seen in the solo game is removed from multiplayer mode, but this is still a respectable presentation. The PC also has its own set of problems, although
these were less intrusive. Our i5-2500k PC, equipped with a GTX 670, saw an accident common to many others causing the game to come out and deliver a ASN_App_PcDx9_Final.exe has stopped working. We are informed that only certain hardware configurations are prone to this, and stability issues
are high in the Sega patch list. The port is otherwise sound, however, with all the graphics settings mentioned above running to the fullest, and not once submerged below 60FPS on our hardware. For those looking for smoother gameplay outside of Sonic &amp; All-Stars split-screen modes, much
improved performance and support for four 360 controllers make this worth the effort. In general, the Wii U version does not disappoint with its generally solid frame rate in the solo game and its permanently compromised V-sync. Evidence of superior textures is not in abundance, but there are times when
it exceeds 360 - as in the Panzer Dragoon stage - and the sub-HD resolution on which it operates gives a largely comparable image quality to the other consoles. Of course, a high watermark is planted by pc version support for superior textures, improved reflection mapping and larger geometry, but the
Wii U offering is a unique beast in its own right. Each version of the game has its most and less points, but on the console, it's Wii U that we'd opt for, based solely on flexibility. GamePad support, for example, at least works at the surface level, with almost all potential uses of the additional display being
addressed. We have the inevitable top-down map display, an ingenious rearview mirror option and capacity for up to five players. Exclusive Wii U modes are entertaining apart, but they don't empower the GamePad user with enough privileges to justify separate screen space. Still, these are at least
superficial efforts to test something new, adding harmlessly to its global value. Along with the PS3 and 360 versions, which suffer from tears where water physics is involved, he is also a strong artist. The Sony platform suffers the most in this regard, and is also recorded by the most severe collapse in
frame rates, although these are a very rare twist. Performance stays close to the 30FPS lens on all three platforms, but ultimately it's the 360 that carries the crown here for sheer consistency. Unfortunately, none of these versions can keep this standard for split-screen gaming, with only a useful 20FPS
available in each case. Leaving aside the strong PC port, we anchored the Wii U version as the console version to opt for flexibility on its own. Despite being a release title, the range of options boasting above the competition is commendable, with support for all original Wii control, in addition to the
GamePad and Classic Pro. Once configured, all five players can also be taken online as a group, and, best of all, graphics and performance are not significantly reduced in the process of adding these new modes and features. However, if these extras aren't a factor for you, Sonic &amp; All-Stars Racing
Transformed is also an easy recommendation to make on 360 and PS3. Buy Buy Amazon Transformed &amp; All-Stars Racing [?] Sometimes we include links to online retail stores. If you click on one and make a purchase, we may receive a small commission. For more information, go here. More about
Sonic &amp; All Stars Racing Transformed About the author author
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